Public Comment Re: Docket ID No. NRC-2012-0246, WC DGEIS, NUREG-2157

Dec. 20, 2013

Dear NRC Nuclear Waste Confidence Directorate,

At the November 14, 2013 NRC HQ Waste Confidence Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (WC DGEIS) public comment meeting in Rockville, Maryland, I indicated during my oral comment submission that I would submit for the record a copy of the “Déjà vu...all over again!” Lucy (NRC) and Charlie Brown (the public) cartoon. It is attached.

But while I am at it, I would like to attach three related placards. All four were generated by Nuclear Energy Information Service of Chicago for use at the Oak Park, IL public comment meeting on Nov. 12th. When members of the public heard the words “Waste Confidence,” “safe,” “safely store,” etc., uttered, they held up the placards. In this sense, this was a version of the game “Nuclear Bingo,” as has been “played” by the public at various NRC meetings in the past. If the NRC insists on playing Nuke Waste Con Games, then the public can respond with games of its own! Just for sanity’s sake, if nothing else.

The three Nuke Waste Con Game additional nuclear bingo placards attached here are: “NRC: Putting the CON in was CON-fidence”; “What part of NO [in many languages] does NRC NOT understand?”; and “NO confidence in NRC’s Waste Confidence.”

Thank you.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Kevin Kamps
Radioactive Waste Watchdog
Beyond Nuclear
6930 Carroll Ave., Ste. 400, Takoma Park, MD 20912
Déjà vu...
...all over again!

"I've got every confidence that we can dispose of this thing, Charlie! Really, REALLY!"
NRC: Putting the CON in waste CON-fidence!

(WHEN YOU HEAR THE WORDS "WASTE CONFIDENCE" HOLD SIGN UP)
NRC: Putting the CON in waste confidence!

(WHEN YOU HEAR THE WORDS "WASTE CONFIDENCE" HOLD UP SIGN UP)
What part of

NO! Nein!

Dohtah!

아니요! Nie!

Nyet! Hiyá!

does NRC NOT understand?

(HOLD UP WHEN YOU HEAR THE TERM - “WASTE CONFIDENCE”, OR “SAFELY STORE”)

What part of

NO! Nein! はい! Dohtah!
 아니요! Nie!
 不是！ノー！
Nyet! Hiyá!

does NRC NOT understand?

(HOLD UP WHEN YOU HEAR THE TERM - "WASTE CONFIDENCE", OR "SAFELY STORE")
No Confidence in NRC's Waste Confidence

(HOLD UP WHEN YOU HEAR THE TERM – “WASTE CONFIDENCE”, OR “SAFE”)